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All your data belong to the CIA, NSA, and private security
contractors
October 2017
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American Blacks cannot think straight
Aadhaar-based e-KYC is an oxymoron
Russian meddling? How about American meddling in Russia?
Russian meddling? How about American meddling in Ukraine?
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Politics in India goes South
Modi improves the EEEWs of doing scams in India
Chemical, biological and radiological tests by US military on
American citizens continue
Disaster Capitalist Playbook
March 2018
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How Modi negotiates defence deals
Russian meddling? How about American meddling in Latin
America?
What is Fake News?
How to correct Political Correctness p(r)igs
Do you really care for the environment and nature?
What is Fake News?
British NHS starved and killed over 50,000 every year for many
years
Benign Information Spying
ADVISORY
June 2018
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What is Fake News?
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The systematic looting of ONGC
September 2018
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John Carpenter's They Live was a documentary, not a sciencefiction movie
Proof that Modi's MA certificate was botched by Arnab Goswami
Moral Volcano's Theory of Space, Time & Unrelativity
Codex Alimentarius
There is no cure for cancer but expensive treatment is
available
January 2019
Cultural Appropriation
American Foreign Policy for Dummies
American Foreign Policy for Dummies
Nattering Nabobs Of Negativity
Gender diversity epidemic is caused by hormone disruptors
February 2019
Idiocracy was not a science-fiction movie
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March2019
Gender Diversity is Gender Appropriation or Gender Denial
SJW Jokes
April 2019
How alphabet soup agencies plant fake news
The unscientific world of ‘Climate Change’ models and targets
What is fake news?
USA - the land of hypnotized and brainwashed
May 2019
Modi, the Mad Scientist
Like Obama, Modi can read from a script
December 2019
What is Fake News? When emotions trump science
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They said it!

Hillary Clinton
"This is pure Indian propaganda!"

New York Times
"This book is full of lies, mostly sourced from our newspaper and
other mainstream media sources."
Donald J. Trump
"The 'Silly reasons why Hillary Clinton lost' cartoons were
prophetic. Indeed, the funniest book ever!"
CNN
"This book may have more fake news than CNN but it is not the
quantity that matters."
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ATTENTION

Please READ THE DISCLAIMER in the copyright page before
reading this book.
This self-published edition has been necessitated because I am
unable to contact any book agent or publisher (forget a willing
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one).
These editorial cartoons try to provide logical/technical
counterthink to globalist propaganda but if you are not familiar
with a subject do not pretend like you are. Refer doubters to the
relevant mainstream news media citations in the footnotes. The
first rule of asymmetric warfare is 'Do not engage the enemy
directly'.
Moral Volcano is from Journalism in Tennessee by Mark Twain.
As Moral Volcano, I do not write in the same style but I expect to
make the same impact. Hence, the Moral Volcano humour is
extremely sharp. I make fun of everyone, even the ones I
support. If you are the subject of a joke, it is natural that you will
not like it but others will not be denied a laugh. (There is a lot of
misery in this world and I do not want to add to it. If you are too
uptight, you will be piling it on yourself. Do not blame me for
your stupidity. I do not hate anyone except the few whom I have
had the misfortune of knowing personally.) Besides, there is
plenty of laughs for everyone. I want you to enjoy reading this
book. The subject matter is otherwise very depressing.
Some effort has been taken to protect the identity/privacy of
unknown individuals. If not, please email the author and the
unnecessary details will be removed/masked in future editions.
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US government is the world's greatest
conspiracy theorist

☞ Is there a better actor than Colin
Powell? He pretended to be a peace
dove and fooled all war opponents.
Now, USA pays enemy Taliban
warlords millions every year for safe
passage through their territory so they
can fight later (forever).
☞ In 2008, former Soviet republic
Georgia attacked South Ossetia, where
ethnic Russians were in a majority.
Russian military moved in and repulsed the attack. Georgian president
Saakashvili was a known Western stooge so Western media sought to
portray Russia as the aggressor. The Reuters news agency seems to
have invented some 'news' and insists it is not fake. Fake news is an
art. Please respect our craft. If only one of these photos were released
or if the corpse had not changed location or if the emotional guy (same
person?) had not changed clothes...
☞ These two British special
forces men in an Iraqi jail
were caught disguised as
Arabs and trying to
detonate bombs in a
crowded area.
☞ In 2007, the US military
told the New York Times
that All-in-the-Bag was a
fictional character, whose
video tapes were dubbed by
an elderly actor. Since
then, US has spawned and killed All-in-the-Bag several times. In
2019, faced with withdrawal from Syria while having to 'protect' that
country's oil fields with tanks, the US military buried Bag's ghost one
last time.
☞ In the early 20-zeroes, the CIA asked the New York Times to write
fake news about Iraqi WMD plans. They then said the New York Times
had found the evidence so let us start the invasion. In 2004, CIA ran
out of conspiracy theories and sought help from the public with its
Iraqi Rewards Program.

✍ CIA Iraqi Rewards Program

(Archived copy) | American Foreign Policy For Dummies ; Moral

Volcano Blog ▄︻┻┳═一

✍ Leader of Al Qaeda group in Iraq was fictional, U.S. military says; 2007;
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✍ ‘Americans will RESPAWN alBaghdadi’: Assad casts doubt on
ISIS leader’s death, draws
parallels with Bin Laden’s killing ;
2019; Russia Today

✍ Al-Baghdadi was US ‘spawn’,
his death is still an open question
– Lavrov; 2019; Russia Today

✍ An Iraqi Defector Tells of
Work on at Least 20 Hidden
Weapons Sites; 2001; New York
Times; Judith Miller wrote
several fake news stories about
Iraqi WMD. She is now with the
Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR)](#CFR "page86"), a coven
of foreign reptilians.

✍ Colin Powell's Eyebrows;
2002; New York Times

✍ Curveball, the Goofball; 2005;
New York Times
Everybody feigned a 9/11
connection. Ahmad Chalabi conned his neocon pals, thinking he could run Iraq if he
gave the Bush administration the smoking gun ... to become the lone CIA source
with the news that Iraq was cooking up biological agents ... Curveball's obviously
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sketchy assertions ended up in Mr. Tenet's October 2002 National Intelligence
Estimate and Colin Powell's U.N. speech in February 2003, laying the groundwork
for an invasion of Iraq.

✍ Correspondence and collusion between the New York Times and the CIA; 2012;

Guardian

The rightwing transparency group, Judicial Watch, released Tuesday a new batch of
documents showing how eagerly the Obama administration shoveled information to
Hollywood film-makers about the Bin Laden raid. Obama officials did so to enable
the production of a politically beneficial pre-election film about that "heroic"
killing, even as administration lawyers insisted to federal courts and media
outlets that no disclosure was permissible because the raid was classified... But
what is news in this disclosure are the newly released emails between Mark
Mazzetti, the New York Times's national security and intelligence reporter, and
CIA spokeswoman Marie Harf. The CIA had evidently heard that Maureen Dowd was
planning to write a column on the CIA's role in pumping the film-makers with
information about the Bin Laden raid in order to boost Obama's re-election
chances, and was apparently worried about how Dowd's column would reflect on them.
On 5 August 2011 (a Friday night), Harf wrote an email to Mazzetti with the
subject line: "Any word??"... Moments later, Mazzetti forwarded the draft of
Dowd's unpublished column to the CIA spokeswoman (it was published the following
night online by the Times, and two days later in the print edition).

✍ Judith Miller: 'No senior official spoon-fed me a line about WMD'; 2015; Guardian
✍ Amnesty International Accuses Iraq of Atrocities in Kuwait; 1990; Washington Post
Iraqi forces ... cut off 300 premature babies from hospital incubators, according
to a report ... by Amnesty International.

✍ The Kuwaiti Incubator Hoax; 1994; Washington Post
✍ Lynch: Military played up rescue too much; 2003; CNN
... staff said no Iraqi troops were in the hospital at the time -- and that they
had unsuccessfully tried to turn Lynch over to American forces earlier...

No Iraqi troops at the hospital but (in the night-vision footage broadcast all over the world) the
commandos were shooting at something.

✍ U.S. Said to Fund Afghan Warlords to Protect Convoys; 2010; New York Times
✍ CIA Cash Ended Up in Coffers of Al Qaeda; 2015; New York Times
✍ Hollywood and the Pentagon; 2014; Al-Jazeera America
✍ Fake News and False Flags - How the Pentagon paid a British PR firm $500 million for top secret
Iraq propaganda; 2016; Bureau of Investigative Journalism

✍ Pentagon Paid for Fake ‘Al Qaeda’ Videos; 2007; Daily Beast
✍ Media war against Russia; 2008;
✍ Reuter denies... in Russian; 2008; Reuters
✍ Possibly Staged Pics Fuelled Georgian Propaganda Push; 2008;
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☺ Original photo credit: Reuters (Ironic, isn't it.)
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The inevitable Windows 8 effect

☞ The brightest bulbs at Microsoft thought that all computers had to
look and be operated like bank ATM machines. The inventor of the
mouse must have been a fool! It was not just Microsoft. Everyone in the
media was chanting the same mantra. Skeptics were asked to embrace
change and not be stuck in old ways.
☞ If you think these company logos share the same colours as that of
the Club of Rome, it is because you are a conspiracy theorist. That's
'International Development', not 'Internet Development'. Apparently,
cheapskate 'elites' could not scrape together enough money to hire a
professional designer like us.

☞ Reptilian News cartoons was supposed to be an alternative universe
full of reptilian counterparts for globalists and their stooges. I did not
go with it because I would not be able to use screenshots and
photographs and the message would be lost on most people.

✍ Modern art was CIA 'weapon'; 1995;

The

Independent
... the CIA fostered and promoted
American Abstract Expressionist
painting around the world for more
than 20 years... The decision to
include culture and art ... was taken
... in 1947. Dismayed at the appeal
communism still had for many
intellectuals and artists in the West... the agency... set up ... Propaganda
Assets Inventory... influence more than 800 newspapers, magazines and public
information organisations...
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World Government (is) for Dummies

Climate
alarmists have
been claiming
that
temperatures
have been
rising steadily.
Unfortunately
for them, there has been no warming from the late 90s. Truth is never
a problem for these charlatans.
Climate Change
began on Day 1 before Man,
dinosaurs and
even Life. Thank
Climate Change
for turning the
Earth from a ball
of fire to a living
planet. The
Earth's climate is
influenced by the
Sun. More than
two-thirds of the
Earth's surface is
ocean. Plants and
all other living
creatures release
CO2 when they
consume energy
to live. The
Earth's
atmosphere is so high, the oceans so deep, day and night so different,
and rain and clouds so plentiful that there is not enough heat-trapping
molecules and particulate matter from man-made air pollution to
influence climate. There are many uncontrollable natural
geological/atmospheric phenomena that put heat-trapping matter in
the air such as volcanoes, dust storms, and peat bogs. The idea that
someone can put a number on CO2 emissions is preposterous. Yet,
Climate Shyentists are building computer models on it and taking
climate projections to absurd heights.
Our wasteful lifestyle and the destruction of the environment to support
it are undeniable. We need to limit them because they are bad for Life,
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not because they will influence climate. Climate is beyond our control.
If you think
you should do
something for
the
environment,
then remember
this salient
truth: Let us
protect Mother
Nature.
Mother Earth
does not need
us. Climate
Change
propaganda
enables
politicians to
blame
naysayers
while they
conspire with
private
businesses to
profit from pollution. It also enables them to tax those at the bottom
of the economic pyramid while the benefits accrue to those at the top.
In 2014, the US congresswoman from Kansas City, Missouri (USA),
wondered aloud why it was so cold when global warming was
supposedly a real thing. An outraged hack at the Washington Post
posted some climate data to imply that temperatures had increased
drastically in her city.
I looked at the NOAA data. I discovered that this city had data only
from the seventies. In those years, the temperature was lower than
today. This had made the scale tip up.
When I tried to check when the temperatures started moving up, I
found that you can make the scale dip or rise just by choosing the
beginning year high and final year low or vice versa.
The scale can change direction even when the range difference is as
low as two years. This happened when I took a smaller subset - 24 and
22 years (instead of 40 years). When I looked at the data for the entire
state of Missouri, starting from 1900 to the present (for which data was
available), lasting 116 years, there was no change. (It is beyond
anybody's lifetime to make predictions on climate.)
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In all these charts (including the one cited in the article), the range in
temperatures remained around (49°F). The 'trend' approaches zero as
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the timeline increases.
With cherry-picked or limited data, you can make any kind of inference
and fool ordinary members of the public, as they accept such claims at
face value. This sort of 'debunking' with cherry-picked data is quite
rampant in mainstream media.
There was a
medieval warm
period followed by
a mini Ice Age in
the northern
hemisphere.
Climate
scientologists do
not talk about it
much because it is
an inconvenient
truth. Climate
ebbs and flows
over millennia. It
is beyond anybody's comprehension. Forget climate, even accurate
predictions on weather is difficult.
In Alaska, the days are very long in summer and farmers routinely
grow very very big fruits and vegetables. We certainly do not want that
kind of weather everywhere but it is illuminating when you think about
all the propaganda we have been receiving. For decades, Western
medicine practitioners
performed lobotomies on
thousands of mentally
disturbed individuals. Electroshock therapy continues to be
performed on inmates of
mental hospitals. The public's
blind faith in sciensters
enables these crimes. Instead
of being troubled by
environmental activism, big
industrialists have co-opted a
financially vulnerable group of scientists (with limited opportunities
outside academia). Object? Climate tax, bonds, credits and trading.
Climate alarmists falsely claim that 97% of 'scientists' support them.
They did a text search on the summaries of research papers mentioning
global warming and asked the one-third who mentioned 'man-made'
global warming. So, why did the 3% opposite it? The climate sceptics
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say 30,000 'scientists' have a signed online petition against it. Who
counted and identified these 'scientists'? US presidential candidate
Elizabeth Warren claimed she is 1/1024th Indian.
Numbers mean nothing. Truth should win. If you do not understand
science, then do not say 'scientists' are saying this or that. Let those
who have doubts air their views freely and get clarifications to their
satisfaction. That is how you settle scientific disputes.
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Good
intentions are not enough. If you think PETA
stunts are clownish and exploitative, some
vegan activists will appear to have gone
beyond crazy. Cats are being denied milk
and fish. One nutball vegan suggested on
television that if a mosquito sits on you, you
should not kill it and instead let it 'take
blood donation'.

✍ Won’t Suicidal Media use, Cloud Computing, always-on
Internet, sneaky Internet-Of-Things, omnipresent Wi-Fi, discarded
phones, batteries and e-vehicles accelerate Climate Change?;
2015; Moral Volcano Blog ▄︻┻┳═一

✍ Al Gore's 'Inconvenient Truth'? -- A $30,000 Utility Bill; 2007;
ABC News | Al Gore could become world's first carbon billionaire;
2009; The Telegraph | Gore’s Dual Role: Advocate and Investor; 2009; New York Times | R.I.P.: Al
Gore’s Chicago Climate Exchange Has Died; 2010; National Review | Blood And Gore: Making A
Killing On Anti-Carbon Investment Hype; 2013; Forbes | Gore buys carbon offsets from his own
company; 2003; Bill Hobbs

✍ Obama's dirty secret: the fossil fuel projects the US littered around the world; 2016; Guardian
✍ Fracking Has Not Had Big Effect on Water Supply, EPA Says While Noting Risks; 2015; New York
Times

✍ Here's Why Obama Is Approving Arctic Drilling Again; 2015; Scientific American
✍ PeTA swiftly kills the vast majority of dogs and cats in its care; 2019; PeTA Kills Animals.com |
Shocking Photos: PeTA’s Secret Slaughter of Kittens, Puppies; 2017; HuffPost

✍ PeTA Wants YOU To Go Naked To Help Animals; 2010;

PeTA; Warning: Nudity (tasteless to

revolting).

✍ Why Can't My Cat Be Vegan?; 2018; American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
✍ Don’t kill mosquitoes - let them take blood donation, urges French animal-rights activist; 2019;
The Independent

✍ Why Vegetables Get Freakish In The Land Of The Midnight Sun; 2014; NPR
✍ Climate models for the layman; 2017; Judith Curry
✍ Climate Science and the Uncertainty Monster(lecture); 2015; Judith Curry
✍ This is America - 2(documentary); 1980; American-European Films; Warning: Nudity and sex.
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☺ Original photo credit: New Zealand Press Association (defunct)
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A scripted photo-op at the Obama White
House

☞ When Obama was US president, there were countless
choreographed publicity stunts like this. Every political situation was
exploited from a PR perspective. (I cannot also stand more than 30
seconds
of Modi,
Hillary
and
Obama
making a
speech.)
Queries
at
Obama's
press
briefings
were tame. Reporters would laugh at his lamest jokes. He would use
teleprompters everywhere and TV cameras would take care to avoid
showing them. When confronted with an unscripted interview, he
would stutter like a crook. How else can you sell perpetual war?
☞ When Obama was president, this US government ad appeared on my
website. English is not my first language but the ad seems to imply that
conspiracies are real and that 'American government' equals
'Conspiracy Theories.' America.gov was deleted sometime after I
brought attention to it.

☞ American journalists prefer human
puppets like Obama and shun
intellectuals like Ron Paul because they
themselves are not very bright. In 2014,
an anchor on CNBC (a business news
channel) expressed surprise that Ireland
was not part of UK and used the Euro.

✍ Obama Caught Lip-Syncing Speech - The Onion | Obama's Home Teleprompter Malfunctions
During Family Dinner - The Onion

✍ How the Iraq War Was Sold; 2016;
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☺ Original photo credit: EPA ( www.epa.eu)
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Arnab Goswami beheads ISIS

☞ Reality may not be much different
from this anonymous meme.
☞ No terrorist organization has deliberately
invited military action as ISIS did. Who
would want US military involvement in
Syria so desperately? US arms industry?
Israel? The likes of Bechtel, Blackwater
and Haliburton?
☞ ISIS seems to have
been invented because
evidence of real crimes
by the Syrian Assad
regime was not
forthcoming. A part of
this ISIS strategy was
the private SITE
Intelligence Group (half
an hour from NSA
headquarters), run by
an Iraq-born Israeli Jewish woman named Rita Katz. Her father was
publicly executed by Saddam Hussein in 1969. She grew up in Israel
and served some time in Israel Defence Forces (IDF). She then went to
the US and worked with a terrorism expert (notorious for pinning the
Oklahoma City bombing attack on Islamists). Later, Katz started her
own scapegoating business and began receiving government contracts.
SITE sells videos, chat messages and propaganda material claiming to
be from 'Al-Qaeda-affiliated' and White supremacist websites (probably
with an IDF backend) to US government agencies and news media. The
intelligence agencies do seem to want this 'intelligence' but do not
want to be tainted by it. No more routing fake intelligence through
NYT hacks?

✍ Private Jihad: How Rita Katz got into the spying business; 2006; New Yorker, USA
✍ ISIS Lures Women With Kittens, Nutella; 2015; CNN, USA
✍ Syria Gay Girl in Damascus blog a hoax by US man; 2011; BBC, UK | Israel treating al-Qaida
fighters wounded in Syria civil war; 2015; Jerusalem Post, Israel | Israel buys most oil smuggled
from ISIS territory - report; 2015; Globes, Israel

✍ Report: Bin Laden Already Dead; 2001;

Fox News (Pakistan Observer) | Pentagon Sees $108
Million in Overcharges by Halliburton; 2005; New York Times | As Afghanistan Frays, Blackwater
Founder Erik Prince Is Everywhere; 2018; New York Times | "a certain streak of US politics has
decided to canalise the collective grief of 9-11 for private profit"; 2003; The Economic Times

✍ How The Iraq War Still Haunts New York Times; 2014;
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☺ Original photo credit: ISIS (USA/Israel) ☹ Arnab photo by unknown
but thanks anyway.
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Microsoft Word sucks. Use the free
LibreOffice instead.

☞ Instead of using tiny toolbars, a female Microsoft manager decided
that what all Word users wanted was a cavernous fat 'ribbon'. It is
instances like this that makes some jerks claim that women cannot
write code (a la Google's ideological echo chamber).
☞ After signing out of their email service, users are shown stuff like
this by Microsoft men. Fun, Bill Gates? Thanks for introducing the
Internet to us.

☞ Who should I blame? The men at Bing or those at Scribd?

☞ The Gates foundation claims that it is concerned about our health
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and welfare but invests in junk food chain McDonald's.

☞ There is no other company that has so much money yet is so full of
incompetent men.

☞ The now-obsolete email client Outlook Express (written by men) had
this genius ability to preserve a web page in an email. You send a web
page from Internet Explorer to Outlook Express, which would then
open a new message window with the content of the web page as the
body of the email. I was able to archive this now-missing CIA web page
about the Iraqi Rewards Program as an email in Outlook Express. Its
successor Outlook (written by men) cannot even display HTML email
properly (as it uses the HTML-rendering engine of the Word text
editor).
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☞ Everyone remember this maxim. To write code, your high-school
algebra is enough. To create good software, you need brains.

✍ Insight:
Microsoft use
of low-tax
havens drives
down tax bill;
2011; Reuters

✍ CIA Iraqi
Rewards
Program
(Archived
copy); 2004;
Moral
Volcano Blog
▄︻┻┳═一

✍
Proprietary
software
means better
quality, right?
Wrong! Try
Microsoft
Word, again,
Visual Studio
or Windows
Update

✍ The Tree
Trade; 2009;
Living On
Earth
(loe.org)
Now I
thought
it was
pulp
for
paper
and I
asked
the manager and he said no, our biggest client for this stuff is McDonalds... He
said non-dairy shakes. He said why do you think they’re nondairy?.. So, it’s all
cellulose.
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☺ Original photo credit: Unknown
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‘Climate Change’ began on Day 1 before man, dinosaurs, life

☞ Climate Change propagandists falsely attribute that most climate
scientists BELIEVE in Climate Change. (They did a text search on
research paper summaries mentioning global warming and asked the
one-third who mentioned 'man-made' global warming and reached
97%. They could have instead asked Vatican cardinals if Pope Francis
was Catholic and reached 99%!) Eventually, they got tired of this. The
'Climate Change Science' then became SETTLED. It was SETTLED
SCIENCE. No more study or debate. The SCIENCE WAS SETTLED!
(The CLIMATE SCIENTOLOGISTS are also peddling in climate tax,
green bonds and carbon credits trading.)

☞ When climate alarmists encounter news like “Blizzard Dumps
Snow on Copenhagen as Leaders Battle Warming”, they point out
that weather is not climate. Fair enough. But, when storms devastate a
coastline, the same crackheads attribute it to Climate Change using
not actual data but climate model simulations (a technical term for
wishful thinking).

✍ Quantifying the consensus on anthropogenic global warming in the scientific literature; 2013;
John Cook et al | Theologians accuse pope of heresy; 2019; Catholic News Agency

✍ Arctic summers ice-free 'by 2013'; 2007;

BBC | Arctic ice 'grew by a third' after cool summer in
2013; 2015; BBC | Climate Change Fills Storms With More Rain, Analysis Shows; 2019; New York
Times | Anthropogenic influences on major tropical cyclone events; 2018; Nature.com
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☺ Original photo credit: NASA
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Silly reasons why Hillary Clinton lost the
election to Donald Trump

☞ When Clinton lost to Trump in 2016, I knew she would blame others
for her loss. So, I began creating these prophetic cartoons.
☞ As per élfinity (L»∞) propaganda, gender is a harmful and biased
social construct. Yet, when it comes to Hillary Clinton, Americans
should ignore all that and vote for her because "she is a WOMAN!" Jill
Stein is a woman. Sarah Palin is a woman.

✍ Panel Faults Space Aid To China; 1998;
✍ House panel says

Washington Post

Chinese obtained U.S.
arms secrets; 1998;
New York Times

✍ Clinton Approves
Technology Transfer To
China; 1999; New York
Times

✍ Lincoln Bedroom
Guests Gave $5.4
Million; 1997; CNN

✍ President Had Big
Role In Setting Donor
Perks; 1997;
Washington Post

✍ The White House Is
for Sale Under Barrack Obama, Too; 2013; Mother Jones

✍ Obama’s Backers Seek Big Donors To Press Agenda; 2013; New York Times
✍ Hillary Clinton says she and Bill were 'dead broke'; 2014; Politifact; When they left the White
House, the Clintons bought a DC mansion for $2.85 million.
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Silly reasons why Hillary Clinton lost the
election to Donald Trump
☞ After Elizabeth Warren withdrew and endorsed Hillary, I cropped
her head in a photo in which the two held up their joined hands. Next
year, this 'comedienne' stole the idea for a far more gruesome picture.

☞ Two closet
Freemasons (I think)
ponder over:
Adam Curry: I like
David Ike. I buy
into a lot of what
he is talking about
but I have never…
I’ve always had a
little… little bit
of trouble with the
reptile stuff. From
time to time…
John C Dvorak: It
does explain a lot
though like… I mean
THEY LIVE FOREVER,
THESE…THESE… ROYAL
FAMILY… NOBODY EVER
DIES PREMATURELY.
Adam Curry: THEY ARE
TUTT-UGLY…
John C Dvorak: THEY ARE TUTT-UGLY. THEY ALL GO TO THE MAX. … GO TO
THE OLDEST. ONE OF THE NON-REPTILIAN MOVES IN WITH THE FAMILY AND
THEY’RE MURDERED!
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☺ Many years ago, John Oliver stole my blog's warning for The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart.
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Silly reasons why Hillary Clinton lost the
election to Donald Trump

Bernie Sanders is an independent
Democratic Socialist candidate
popular with many Democrats
and tried to run on the
Democratic ticket. (Socialism and
Communism are winning many
converts in the US because of
Fascism (predatory capitalism).)
Despite pressure to quit, he did
not. Hillary, being a warmonger
and with a lot to hide, was the
ideal establishment candidate.
Everyone else became an also-ran. One Democratic National
Committee (DNC) chairwoman conspired with Hillary to tarnish Bernie.
Her successor leaked questions from CNN to Hillary before a televised
debate.

✍ Donald Trump will be a lame-duck president; 2016; Moral Volcano Blog ▄︻┻┳═一
✍ The Funniest Images Ever; Moral Volcano Blog ▄︻┻┳═一
✍ Bernie Bros Celebrate Debbie Wasserman Schultz’s Ouster as DNC
Head; 2016; Daily Beast

✍ Donna Brazile Says She Has 'Proof' Clinton Rigged the Primary
Against Sanders; 2017; Vanity Fair

✍ Donna Brazile is totally not sorry for leaking CNN debate questions
to Hillary Clinton; 2016; Washington Post

✍ Fahrenheit 11/9 (documentary); 2018; Michael Moore; A Bernie
supporter holds up the truth behind a party convention delegate who
says her counties go for Hillary.

✍ Best Moments of DSA National Convention 2019(video); 2019;
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Silly reasons why Hillary Clinton lost the
election to Donald Trump
One day, Maureen Dowd wrote an entire
column on how cool Hillary had become.
Dowd, a sucker for tokenism? The NYT
international syndication service put a spin
on her article by changing the title and
introduction:
As Hillary prepares for 2016, she is
turning the tables and trumping Barrack on
the cool quotient.

Her original intro was:
Will she tweet? Will she run? Will she get overshadowed by Benghazi
and cavorting security details?

The job of many editors is obfuscation, as most readers are headlineskimmers.
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☺ Original photo credit: About.com, www.state.gov
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